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With the continuous development of information technology, the workings of a 
government at all levels and in a huge change, the work has been from the traditional way 
to high-tech development, obvious that e-government has become an important part of the 
daily work and the main way. But as the new contents of basic-level government affairs 
management, community compared is relatively late start, combined with community 
workers low level of technology, personnel office environment more bad, in order to fully 
improve the work efficiency of the community, office automation equipment and the 
popularization of knowledge has become the inevitable trend. So realize the B/S structure, 
dedicated a various information management of community residents and basic business is 
dealt with the application of the system - the community information management system 
is necessary.  
This dissertation first analyzes the related system development background, both at 
home and abroad and the domestic and foreign community management system has 
carried on the simple case, summed up the system needs to solve the main problems, 
simply introduces the system will be adopted in the process of operating the main 
technology and major contribution. The system requirements are analyzed by the figure, 
part of in the order of the system architecture design to represent the dynamic. In 
implementation, the system is to use the.net development environment combined with 
SQL Server2008 data. 
In the design of function module design, database design at the same time, and also 
take into account the design database management and information query function. 
Application of the system as a function of relatively perfect, in addition to meet the basic 
needs of users, but also take into account the associated with other auxiliary information 
processing and editing operation, according to the function of distinction, classification, 
system design module mainly has the following several: community information 















information management module, infrastructure management module, the floating 
population management module, query statistics module, used to achieve different 
functions. This system is put into trial, will greatly improve the traditional working mode, 
will be engaged in the related personnel information audit, sorting, summary of the rescue, 
not only improve the work efficiency, but also greatly reduces the error caused by human 
factors audits, issuing error accident rate, make the management of the community is more 
accurate and efficient 
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第二章 简要介绍了课题研究过程中涉及到的相关技术，分别对 B/S 架构模式、
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